WORLD FAMOUS ECONOMIST HARRY DENT WARNS THE GREAT
CRASH HAS STARTED!
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WORLD FAMOUS ECONOMIST HARRY DENT WARNS THE GREAT CRASH HAS STARTED!

# AUSTRALIAN PROPERTY TO PLUMMET
# BITCOIN WILL HAVE BIGGEST CRASH EVER
# SHARE MARKET WILL DROP AT LEAST 60 %
# BUT! ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY

TO MAKE MONEY

Best selling author and Harvard Economist Harry Dent is one of the world’s most brilliant and accurate economic futurists. He will be sharing his
insights in a complimentary webinar ”THE GREAT CRASH BEGINS ..... how the next 3 years could make you a fortune” LIVE across Australia next
Wednesday 8th April at 12 noon Sydney time. Register for free at www.harrydentlive.com

TO INTERVIEW HARRY DENT email max@marksonsparks.com or call Max Markson 0412 501 601

Harry Dent (the only forecaster to see a sudden 40% stock crash and the Aussie dollar near $0.60 USD back when it was $1.06) will explain how to
avoid the pitfalls of the greatest social, economic and political upheaval since the American Revolution. Harry will also show how this current crisis is
the opportunity of a lifetime to make generational wealth from what is about to unfold in the coming months and years. The LIVE broadcast will also
reveal

•

Which Australian state will lead Australia’s economic recovery

•

The future of Australian real estate. Will it survive the impact of Coronavirus?

•

Whether the massive stimulus will stop the depression

•

The future of the Australian dollar and how low it will go before it bounces back

•

The greatest commodity boom in history that will boost Australian mining exports more than ever

•

The single best consumer sector in Australia and the developed world

•

The one final rebound in stocks just ahead the public do not want to miss

•

How to project when the coronavirus is likely to slow down in key countries like Italy and the US

•

How much more will the stock market crash before it finally rebounds?

•

The safe investment havens during this chaos

•

What to buy when it’s 80% off

•

The next massive urbanization surge globally

•

Why central banks are finally losing all their credibility

•

The developed country who will overcome the recession faster than anyone else

•

Is this a short recession or the start of a massive depression?

•

The future of gold in the coming months and what to do when it comes to precious metals

•

The future of Bitcoin, is it a safe currency?

•

The best vehicle to make quick and significant gains from the market drop

•

When we’ll finally experience the next global boom in history and what will

•

drive it

•

Why India will become the next China…

•

The steps to take to protect current assets and triple investments

•

How some of the world’s biggest fortunes were made during market conditions like the ones we’re experiencing now and the smart moves to

follow to survive and thrive

TO INTERVIEW HARRY DENTemail max@marksonsparks.com or call Max Markson 0412 501 601

PS: Harry Dent is the world’s most accurate economic forecaster. No one is ever 100% correct but Harry is on the mark 80% of the time with often
very bold and contrary forecasts.….here’s his top 12 predictions over the last 30 years. …
# First newsletter September 1989: 2-year slowdown and mini stock crash in US.
# 1989: 12 -14 year major crash and downturn in Japan similar to Great Depression... while US, Europe have greatest decade in history in 1990s.
# First published book in late 1992: The Great Boom Ahead and Dow 10,000 by 2000.
# Early 2000 Tech and Internet Bubble peaks.
# Early October 2002 bottom after tech wreck.
# US real estate bubble peak in late 2005 before early 2006 peak
# 2008 bubble peak in oil
# Peak of silver to the day in late April 2011 -- and sell signal for gold which was 5 months early
# Gold collapse when broke $1,525 in early 2013 # Peak of Junk Bonds in May 2013 # Gold rebound in 2016, but only to around $1,428 before
collapses again
# US Treasury yields back up to 2.9% - 3.0% after low in 2016. # US stocks in final orgasmic rally from late 2019 into early to mid-2020
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